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INTRODUCTION
Teachin9 can be a very lonely occupation.

On one

band, we wonder what effect, if any, we are havin9 on the
9reat array of problems wh ich life presents to our
students.

On the other, they may seem disinterested or

rebellioua.

Our own lives may not accomplish the 90 ls we

devised when we were

in~?ired,

to make them more meanin9ful.
students,

illit~rate

and we look about for ways
The story of a teacher whose

peasants in the backwaters of Brazil,

tran formed their own lives, and his, has a certain appeal.
Does this man, Paolo Freire, have anythin9 to say to ua,
here in the United States, especially when it is our
ethnocentric impression that moat of his students would
9ladly illlllli9rate here if 9iven the ch nee?

Freire may not

be

able to 9ive us the solution to our malaise, but he may

be

able to h lp us find the questions we need to be9in

askin9 ourselves.
Speakin9 to a 9roup of educators at Harvard University
in 1985, Freire quot'e d one of his peasant students:
If you think that you can come h re to teach us to cut
down trees, I have to say that this is not necessary,
because we already know how to do this. What we would
like to know is whether you are with us when the tree
falls. (•Toward a Peda909y of the Question• 21)
Students in any classroom discussion of social probl ma

l
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could vell demand the same relevancy from their
instructors, but they often do not, particularly in our
culture.

Freire sees the students here as being more

difficult to challenge than the students in Brazil because
students here do not recognize the extent of their ovn
oppression.

We have become cynical, and cynicism is a form

of fatalism <"Toward a Pedagogy" 14).

Ne need to l arn to

recognize that cynicism.
PAOLO FREIRE'S

BAC~GROUNO

Since Freire insists that, in order to understand a
people, we must understand their history and culture, we
will begin with his own history.

Born in 1921 and reared

in a middle-class home in Recife, Brazil, his earliest
recollections are of learning to know by "reading'" the
objects in his comfortable environment ("The Impo.r tance of
the Act of Reading" 8).

Benefitting from secondary

instruction in critical reading, he went on to be·come a
professor of the history and philosophy of education at the
University of Recife (Sar.ders 5) .

He observed that

memorization was only possible when students found the text
meaningful, concluding that •reading the world always
precedes reading the word, and reading the word implies
conti.nually reading the world" ("Reading• 10).
The adult illiteracy problem caught. his attention; he
observed that the texts used to teach adults addressed th m
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as if they were children, promoting passivity and
reinforcing the social stratification of the society
(Pedagogy in

Pro~

12).

He looked to the Recife branch

of the "Popular Culture Move•'1t," which he had helped to
found, for a model.

The movement met in di1cu11ion groups,

or "culture circles," to discu1s current i11uea.

Topic•

suggested by the participant• were pre1ented visually for
deliberation.

Freire applied thi1 •thod of inducing

dialogue to hia adult literacy efforts CMashayekh 6),
resulting in his being appointed coordinator of the
national literacy pr09ram in 1963.

The program was

ianen1ely aucceastul, claiming to teach literacy to
illiterate pea1ants in 45 da.y 1, adding thousands to the
electoral rolls (9).

A military coup in 1964 reaa•erted

the autho r ity of the status quo, and Freire was inq>risoned
for 75 days for "applying an educational policy opposed to
the national inte eat" (9).

He fled to Chile where he

assisted with that 9overniaent'1 national literacy campaign,
in cooperation with th• United Nation1, .f or four and a halt
years (9).
Re9ardin9 the polit ic

eaction to hie teaching,

f .r eire aaya that the dominant cla11es would t.ave been naive
not to oppo1e him, 1ince the role of the dominator• i• to
protect their 1tatua.

The experience of jai l and exile

made him more critically aware of his role a1 a teacher
<The Polit i c• of lducat i on 180-81).

While in Brazil, he
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had had the support of a popular government.

The people in

the urban areas and some of the rural areaa had perceived
the need for literacy, having been already radicalized.

In

Chile, on the other hand, aome of the peasants saw no need
for reading, leading Freire to conclude that they had not
yet reached a stage of awareneaa of their own subjugation
(Process

11).

He decided that political awakening would

have to precede literacy and that new materials would have
to be developed that were

a~propriate

to each situation

(10-11).

After his experience in Chile, Freire was appointed
Counselor at the Center for Education and Development
Studies at Harvard University, and from there he went to .....,.
the Worl

Council of Churches in Geneva, developin9

literacy programs for Guinea-Biaaau, Cape Verde, Angola,
Sao Tome' and Principe, and Tanzania (Politics 182).

His

experiences in Guinea-Biaaau are reflected, but not
describ ~

in detail, in Peda909Y in Proceaa.

Readin9

between the linea of th••• epiatles to the political
administrators and

ducatora th re, one aenaea that there

were some problema relatin9 to the uae of former colonial
teachers and the colonial language.

Nonetheleaa, hi• books

and papers are widely distributed in the "third" world, as
well as the "first.•

He claim• a large followin9 among ESL

and bilingual teachers, people in all aorta of other
di acipl i nea, and such prominent f i9ure1 •• Ann Berthof f and
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Aida Shaw (190) .

According to a recent article in College

English, variations of the Freirian model are used for
adult education by such widely disparate groups as the
Maryknoll missionaries, The Grail (another religious
orqanization), World Education, Inc., and The

Int~r

American Foundation, "the chief funder for the U.S.
government of 'grassroots development' projects in the
Western Hemisphere'" (Holsman 183).
FREIRE'S THEORIES
To understand Freire's theories, we have to be wil l ing
to think in hiator i cal and cultural terms.
view of men aa being

·~

He begins with

and with the world" <"Cultural

Action and Conscientization" 452, emphasis his.

Freire' s

earlier works uae the generic !!!!li later writings are free
of sexist referents). Like animals, men are "in" the world,
but aa humana, they "transform" the world ("The Adult
Literacy Procesa as Cultural Action for Freedom" 206) .
They accompliah thia tranaformation by obaerving reality
and mediating thia observation through language.

Even very

"primitive" people create their own culture, but they may
no t be aware of this, thinking instead that they, like the
animals, are powerless to change things:
Although the dialectical relations of men with the
world exist independently of how th••• relations are
perceived (or whether or not they are perceived at
all), it ia ol ao true that the form of action men adopt
is to a larqe extent a function of how they perceive
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th mselves in the world.

21>

<Peda909y of the Oper•••ed

The qoal of men in transforming the world is to
"humanize" it <"Cultural Action for Freedom" 206), to free
themselves and others from oppressive situations.

Their

liberation is to be accomplished through "praxis:

th

action and reflection of men upon their world in order to
transform it" (Pedagogy 66).

Praxis, then, invo lves both

act inq and thinking about the causes and results of the
actions.

People must beco

their l ives.

aware of the power to alter

This is where education comes in . Freire's

villain in education is what he calls (from Sartre) the
"banking" or "digestive" concept of knowled9e, in whi ch
il lit erates are seen as •undernourished" (60) and literacy
effo rt s as •eradication" ("Adult" 207).

In these

eradicat ion programs, the teache r 's j ob becomes one of
pouring knowledge into empty heads, using " 'controlled
readings,' . . . classes whi ch consist only in lectures,
. memorized dialogues in language l arn i nq,

(and)

bibliographi c notes which indicate not only which chapter,
but which lines and words are t

be read" (207) .

The

conception of illiterates as beings who are lacking in
something results fr om the myth that they are "margi nal" to
soci ty, whil e in fact they are necessary to it <208).

It

is society itself that is sick, says Freire, and in need of
a radical tran s formation (211) .

1

Reflecting upon the historical and cultural basis for
the oppression of the poor, Freire concludes that
oppression is the result of the domination of the
"metropolis" over the third world, kept in place by a
"culture of silence" <"Cultural Action and
Conscientization• 457) .

Within the culture of silence,

people exist in a •semi-intransitive• state, without
"sufficient distance from reality to objectify it in order
to know it in a critical way• (461).

Their live• are

governed by magical forces and/or political bosses.
Populist movements may awaken a critical consciousness in
them, but are essentially •manipulative• (465).

It is

extremely important, according to Freire, that true
liberating educators avoid the manipulation that re ul ts
from mechanistic or propagandistic methods (Pedagogy 66) .
Preferring to call liberating education •cultural a ction
for freedom,• he asserts that its goal must be t o
"conscientiz • the people, to awaken their critical
consciousness ("Cultural Action and

c~ nscientization•

471).

It is impossible to separate teaching from po+itics in
Freire'• thought.
practice

implie~

He aaa rta that •every educational
a concept of man and the world" <"Cult ural

Action for Fre dom• ' 05), envisioning knowledge as •a
dialec tical movement which 90 s from action to reflection
and from reflection upon action to a new action" (213), a
"re-admiration• of real i ty (215). Believing adamantly in
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the right of the people to their own voice (213), his
pedagogy begins with and answers to the people.
FFlEIRE'S METHODS

The first step in applying Freire's method, then, is
to get to know the people.

The teachers, or

•coordinators,• muat go to the people and live with them,
or at least obaerve them in their everyday livea, seeking
to understand the •thematic universe• of the people through
dialoque and observation (Pedagogy 86) .

Thei.r thematic

universe is made up of those •limit-situations• contributing to their exploitation (89), which become more obvious
when analyzed in terms of who benefits and who is limited.
Themes that are paramount to Freire are work, culture, and
what he consid rs to be "the fundamental theme of our
epoch," domination (93).
Coordinators then meet with some of the people to
develop •codes•: visual, auditory, or tactile representations of themes inherent in the activities, speech, and
syntax of the people.

Codes must be •neither overly

explicit nor overly eniqmatic• (106) and must be
representative of the specific cult\lre of the group that
will be taught.
by

Fre ~ re

Samples of codes similar to the ones used

in Brazil can be found in Education for Critical

Consciouaness and in the Mashayekh article.

These are

reproductions done by a second artist; the original codes
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were confiscated and destroyed in Brazil (Education for
Critical Consciousness 61).

They include titles and scenes

such as "Man in the World and With the World" (man with hoe
in foreground; woman, child, well, small hut, trees, and
birds in background), "Dialogue Mediated by Nature" (tree,
cow, plants, basket, man and woman talking), "Unlettered
Hunter" (native shooting bird with a bow and arrow),
"Lettered Hunter" (clothed man shooting bird with a gun,
and a dog), and "The Huuter and the Cat" (cat hunting two
mice> .
Codes are subsequently presented to small groups of
students for analysis, with the coordinator accing as both
a fellow learner and challenger of students' contradictions.

Coordinators must not impose their

wn

interpretations of the codes upon the students.

That

students can sometimes have more insight than the teacher
is illustrated in a story from a class in Chile.

Using the

picture of a drunken man being observed by three other ..n
on a street corner, the coordinator intended to discuss
alcoholism.

The students, however, observed that the drunk

must have been the only worker in the picture:

he had the

money to purchase liquor; the other men were obviously
loafers who had nothing better to do than stand around on
street corners.

In subverting the coordinator's intention,

the students were able to discuss their view of the
injustice inherent in the worker'• situation that gave
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impetus to his drinkin9 (110).
Initial decodin9 sessions are to be tape recorded, if
possible, and used by the coordinators and other 9roups for
critical analysis of the themes.

In addition to codes,

supplemental materials, such as interviews with or articles
by specialists, may bf' used, but they must be preceded by a
bio9raphy of the specialist, and a picture if available, so
the students can be more critical of the inf rmation,
realizin9 that it is the product of another human bein9
like themselves (114).

In Brazil, Freire ordered thou s nds

of tape recorders, which were delivered j11st before his
arrest.

They were subsequently !4beled instruments of

propaganda and destroyed.

Michael Holzman reports,

however, that Brazil continues to use a variance of
Freire's method, minus its political implications (183).
Using the codes, Freire's Brazilian students made
rapid advances in learnin9 to read, in part facilitated by
the regular spellin9 and phonetic patterns of the Spanish
lan9ua9e.

Once a student learned how to spell a particular

syllable, he or she could 9eneralize that phoneme to many
word .

By choosin9 •9enerative• words from the thematic

universe of the people, coordinators could expand the
student!. ; readin9 vocabularies quickly.
g nerative words followed three criteria:

Selection of
•phonemic

richness,• •phonetic difficulty (the worda chosen should
correspond to the phonetic difficulties of the lanquaqe,
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placed in a sequence movinq qradually from words of less to
those of qreater difficulty)," and "praqmatic tone," which
refers to the relation of the word to the cultural theme
(Education for Critical Consciousness 51).
Words were shown to the students only after they had
thorouqhly analyzed the correspondinq code.
~as

shown alone, then divided into syllables.

First the word
Then, on a

third visual, the students were shown the "phonemic
families" of that particular word (53).

A three

yllable

word, tijolo, for example, has three phonemic families:
ta-te-ti-to-tu, ja-je-ji-jo-ju, and la-le-li-lo-lu .

In the

first session in which these were presented, students were
usually able to read all of them and to construct other
words from them (54), and some even vent on to combine
letters to p roduce syllables that were not yet tauqht
nha, etc.) (55 .

( ~,

Students then combined syllables to ft>.4ke

other words, which led to further discussions of the
themes.

Arado (plouqh), for example, suqqested "the value

of human labour, man and technoloqy:

the process of

transforminq nature, work and capital, and land reform"
(Mashayekh 39) .
Coordinators, says Freite, must be conti nually on
quard aqainst their political or cu ltural blind spots.
Ideally, coordinators should come from the people
themselves, but often, as in Guinea-Bissau, there are not
enouqh literates amonq the people.

Middle-class teachers
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who as?ire to be coordinator
in order to avoid

must "'commit class suicide'"

dominating their students (Process 15,

qtd. from Amilcar Cabral).

This "suicide" consists of

giving up their privileged social position, something that
teachers and others •Y find difficult, if not impossible,
to do:
Many claim to be committed to the cause of
liberation but they conform to those very myths that
negate humanistic acts.
Many analyze social mechanisms of oppression and
aiaultaneoualy, throu9h equally oppressive means, they
hold back the students they are le~turing.
Many declare they are revolutionaries, but they
don't trust the oppressed whom they pretend to
liberate, aa though this weren't an aberrant
contradiction.
Many want a humanist education, yet they also want
to maintain the social reality in which people find
,t hemselves dehumanized.
In brief, they fear liberation. (Politics 118-19 )
Freire's pronouncements often have almost a spiri tual
quality.

He sees teaching as a call t 0 involvement and

fulf il lment.

1

In •To the Coordinator of a Culture Circle,"

Freire counsels, •you need to love.

You mu•t be convinced
1

t hat the fundamental effort of education i• the liberation
of man, and never

hi ~

' o... atication'• <61) .

Alao, •it ia

important, indeed indispensable, that you be convinced that
each •etin9 with your 9roup will leave both you and it •
members enriched• (62) .
It it clear that Freire'• concept of knovled9e ia
primarily a social one, •not strictly an 'I think,' but a
'w

think'• (99).

t:ven the scholar, alone w th a book,
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•assumes a dialectical relationship between [himself) and
the author• (Politic• 3) .

Students need to see readin9 as

an active, involvin9 enterprise:

•studyin9 a text calls

for an analysis of the atudy of the one wbo wrote it.

It

requires an underatandin9 of the aociolo9ical-bistorical
conditioninq of Jtnowled9e• Cl>.
students be

r eire insists tbat

to read and wr , e about their own

t - ~ ,ht

ality--their social reality.

Knowled9e alao baa a

•

fundallental historical aspect that should not be

o ed;

knowledqe cannot be separat ed from action:
In epistemol09ical terms # the object of Jtnowledqe isn't
a tera of knowledfe for the knowing subject, but
med! tion of knovled9e. . • . In humanistic t•rms,
kllowledl)e involve• a conatant unity bet~een action and
reflection upon reality. ClOO>
Students should strive to maintain a critical attitude
t~ward

knowledge throughout their livea, fed by a desire to

know and understand CJ> .

CRITIQUES 0
•Paolo Freire:

Fll&I~'S

THEORIES

A Revolutionary 011 .... for the Adult

Educator• offer• th

opinions of 1ix •individual• wbo are

interested, concerned, or en9a99d in workin9 with adult•
(Grabowski, iii).

Writin9 in 1972, all 1ix see hia 9oals

aa being s1rmpathetic to their own 9oala for adult
education, but

o

question hia political analyaia, and

others find hi s aolutiona too simplistic to be universally
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applied.
James Farmer divides adult education into Type A,
teacher-subject centered, and Type B, student-centered,
into which cate9ory be fits Freire.

Farmer sees a need for

both types, depending on the situation and 9oals of the
students.
motivated

Type B may be more appropriate with leas
student•~

those who feel mar9inal, or those who

are in the llidat of a •paradiqaa shift• (9).

William McLeod

Rivera posits a different dichotomy, between educators who
are "chan9ers• and those who are •asaimilators• (56).
Freire fits the first cat99ory, but so, do all educators to
some extent, accordin9 to Rivera.

He leaves the decision

as to the extent and type of cban9e they are willin9 to
foster to the individual teachers.
Jack London welcomes Freire'• plea for a. more humane
approach, one that reco9nizea the inequities of our society
and addr sses the sterility in current adult education.
Manfred Stanley, on the other band, questions the depth of
Freire'• analysis, reaindin9 us of the eaae with which any
ideology can be llliauaed by ·t otalitarian or9anizationa.
Goin9 beyond Stanley, Nil liaa S. Griffith excoriates
Frei re's thinkin9 as bein9 neither new nor well-developed,
and too utopian to be ·p racticable.
It ia not Freire'• analysia that needs to be
co.r rected, but his style, ac:c:ordi n9 to Bruc;:e O. Boston .
Freire's prose is •obscure, convoluted, dull, overly
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metaphysical . . . (and) devoid of the real human
experience which generated such provocative ideaa" (86) .
Boston also finds Freire too dramatic for the United
tates, w ich will have to find ita own way toward
transform tion, just a

Freire f ound his (90).

Some additional connents ' from the Quotational
Bibliogr phy, co

iled by John Ohliger and Anne Hartung, in

the Grabowski article relect the far-reachin9 impact of
Freire's work, even back in 1972.
In an

~cation

Studies review of Pedagogy of

~

Oppressed, Rena Foy suspects that "in Freirian peda9ogy, as
in Socratic dialogues and Maoist cadre training, the more
informed and disciplined mind of the teacher is still in
control."
Jo

McFadden reports that he taught a class called

Community Educa i on as Cultural Action in 1970 at the
Univer ity of California at Santa Cruz:
The quarter started aa a course in teaching the me~hod
to other futur educators who would use it for
coaaunity educa tion amon9 the more pow rleas 9roupa in
our society. The students tur.ned it around and
demand d the ti. . for theaaelvea and their own
conscientization . (1 20-21)
espondin9 to a request from the editors for his address,
McFadden writes:
I still believe Freire education is very close to lite,
but very tar from what we usually think of a school-and for that reason xceptionally difficult to "adapt."
I myself have gon to work for Cezar Chavez and the
farmworkers. (121)
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Reviewing "The Great American Dream Machine" for
Educational Broadcastinq Review, John Obliger suggests
usinq Freirian "themes" as topics for the program, in the
hope that people would then begin to reflect more
critically on their lives (122).
In a forecast of Blanco Facundo'• conclusions, Wayne
J. Urban, in a paper presented to the AESA, asserts that,
because of the particularity of Freire' s experienc.e s, it
would be "the rankest absurdity" to apply Freire's ideas to
middle class studiants.

Further, "when the blue collar

people learn how to read and write, the middle class
(moves) to keep the gap between themselves and the others
by turninq to notions of .f eeling" (125) .

In a paper at the

same conference, Roger Woock sees a problem fo r North
American

edu~tors:

"Who specifically here in North

America are the oppressors and the oppressed, Where does
violence play a role, Where should it not play a role, and
llhat is the correct praxis?" (129) .
Freire insists that t achers be critically aware of
the implications of their teaching, that no part of the
process be hidden.

It is th• hidden implications of his

theory that Blanca Facundo seeks to bring to light in
•tasues for the !val.uat on ot rre.i re-tnspired Programs in
the United States and Puerto Rico."
Facundo narrates the stoiy of the growth of a network
of rreirian educators in .P uerto Rico and the Un ted States
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in the early seventies (36).

"Mainly Latinos," they were

"not so much attracted by Freire's literacy method, but by
the educational practice of liberation and struqgle against
oppression implied by Freire' a educational philosophy"
(36).

Most of them operated "in• the established

educational system, but outside of the mainstream, by
•creating or joininq private, non-profit organizations"
(37).

Considering their goals, funding was a

probl~u..

Some of them discovered each other at a conferencf1

~n

1978,

and in 1980 they received a federal qrant to form IRCEL,
Information and Resources Center for Educacion
(54).

Their directory listed a total of 28

Liberado~a

p l~Ojects,

"all

private, non-profit organizations working at the grassroots level in urban and geographical areas where Latinos
are concent ated" (49).

Funding was lost in 1982.

Ourinq

the two years of the organization, representatives met and
tried to produce training materials, but were unsuccessful,
primarily due to their inability t .o .a gree upon
organizational matter•.
Facundo'• article is an evaluation of the
organization.

Extre.. ly well-documented, it traces

Freire'• life, the growth and contradictions in his
philosophy and practice, and her own growing
disillusionment with rreirianism.

he believes that the

Mmbers were •naive•; they never asked themselves the
question they per

sted in asking others:

"'And what are
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your class or •self"-interests?'" (38).
explanations by Alinsky,

~ennard,

Discardinq

and Marx, Facundo instead

chooses Alvin Gouldner's perception of a New Class:

"the

cultural (as opposed to monetary) burqeoisie• (40) .

Thia

New Class has fallen into the same old trap as have
traditional professional educators: "shielded by their
self-riqhteous, salvationist, reformist rhetoric, they lost
the the capacity either to accept criticism or to criticize
themselves" (Dianne Ravitch, qtd. in Facundo 43) .

Cauqht

up in their utopian mission, the would-be Freirians iqnored
the real desires of their students for more practical
attainments, says Facund .

The left, she continues, has

never dealt w,i th the tension between freedom and equality;
the poor lack the luxury of doinq so (4.5).
Is the answer, then, to qive up on the idea of
education as a step toward political transformation?
not, but, according to Facundo, th
their hopes in

Maybe

poor should not put

aspirant• to the transformational New

Class, whose goals are individ.u al and emotional c.,r
spiritual (90-91) .

Citing Marilyn Ferguson'

that •until technoloqy freed

~

observation

from the struqqle to

survive few had the time or opportunity to look within to
explore the psyche" (91), Facundo wants to know

who~

is.

She points out that the transform&tion movement "rejects
sharp dichotomies," while the hungry of the world live them
(92).

In accepting the transformationaliat culture
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uncritically, Facundo's fellow educators were able to avoid
confronting their own contradictions <:95).
Returning to Freire, Facundo finds contradictions
between his description of the literacy campai9n in GuineaBissau and another report.

Linda Harasim, in Literacy and

National Reconstruction, disa9rees with Freire'•
representation of the facts, concludin9 that, contrary to
what Freire implies in Peda90CJY in Process, the campai9n
•results were practically nil" (Facundo 109).

Haraaim

accuses Freire of romanticizin9 the situation and ignoring
the cultural and lanC)Ua9e diversities of the people (110),
&a well as the limited resources available (113) .

Facundo

sees Freire as doing what she perceived being done within
her own 9roup, trying to "force a reality to 'fit' his preformulated theory• (116).

She leaves the question of where

to go from here to the reader (119).
REPORTS or SUCCESSFUL APPLICATIONS
or FR.EIRE'S THEORIES IN THE USA
Disciples of Freire'• in the United States are not
always easy to trace.

Since his views conflict with the

institutionalized assumption (he would call it a myth) that
our educational system affords equal opportunity to all,
those who operate within the system face certain obstacles.
Joh

Obliger speaks of the most obvious one:
There is no doubt that those who carry out effective
adult education programs for social action get into
1
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trouble. It would be surprising if they didn't.
Freire was exiled. Ivan Illich, when a monsignor in
the Catholic Church, was called to Rome for a modern
form of the inquisition. Warren Hagstrom, when a
professor at Syracuse University, had his program shot
out from under him, when the poor people he worked with
marched on the mayor's office. (Grabowski, 121)
Facundo describes the deceptive practices necessary in
order for a Freirian group to receive federal or private
funding (37), resulting in a reluctance of the •in-group"
to let the "out-group• know what it is doing, hence the
scarcity of published material.

There is no organized

attempt to promote Freire's theories; his followers vary in
their adherence to his socio-political-cultural themes.
The following, therefore, is only a partial survey.
Dennis Sayers used some of Freire's techniques in an
adult vocational training program.

Along the continuum in

adult education between education and training, Sayers'
program belongs toward the training end.

Radical Freiri ans

may not believe that a training program can be called
Freirian unless the students themselves are involved in the
evolut.i on of the curriculum.

Sayers admits that his

program waa not "pure" in the strictest sense:
The task of elaborating tool• and techniques deemed
relevant by the staff to bilingual skill training often
devolved on the Program Developer . . . Similarly, the
occupational areas had been pre-determined by the
vocational school administration, and not by the
Hispani c trainees. (1 .3 )
Sayers' •codification•" were visuals of the competency
skills, plus a few of the "learning act," possibly the
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culture circles, uaed by Freire in

Guin ~ a-Bisaa~.

Sayers'

instructors u1ed the dialo9ue method in training ••••iona
amon9 themaelves, but even here the 9oals were established
beforehand by Sayera.
Analyaia of tbe competency 9oal1 in the area of
"Preparin9 Student• to Get, Find, and, Keep a Job" r veals
bow far Sayer1 baa atrayed from Freire'• socio-political
9oals:
Develop a bicultural curriculum to teach survival
skills and self-advocacy,
Assist students in making realistic career plans,
Explain how to hold a job and gain advancement,
Explain what will be expected in a specific job
environment,
Assist students in preparin9 resumes,
Assist students in preparing for .interviews with
employers,
,,
Assist students in • J:. ~ y 'ng for employment, and
Encourage employers t h re LEP persons who
successfully complete the training. (20-21)
With the e1eceptiora of the first g.:>al, all see" to be geared
toward adapting the students to the current environment.
The pleading tone of the last goal is obvious.
Sayers

~eport3

that students were

en~oura9ed

to

develop an "informal support network" to handle all of
their "personal difficultiea" (21), thus keepin9 these out
of the classroom. Freire would probably see this program as
the sort of populist effort that may awaken some
conaciouaneaa but may alao serve t:o reinforce existing
structures.

It is, however, a step toward making a

training program more humane.
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Richard Stracke and Sara Snow applied Freirian ideas
to a college first-year composition class.

In order to

allow students to "know" as much as the instructors,
assignments centered on the students' own experiences, with
dialoque between the students themselves and the
instructors preceding writing.

Assignments focused on

work, television, editorials, and personal "tours" of the
city.
Illustrating the identification with the upper classes
often found in oppressed people, Stracke and Sn.ow' s
students chose to "interview" the more elegant employees in
Turkel's Working, even thou9h their own personal working
experiences were in lower status jobs, and their ow
stories of working were very powerful.

Stracke .a nd Snow

noticed, nonetheless, a 9rowth in students' validation of
their own experiences and in their sense of community
within the clasa.

A corresponding 9rowth in the quality of

student writin9 did not, however, take place.

A solution

to the problem of improvin9 writin9 while at the same time
increasing students' political awareness atill elude
Stracke and Snow.
Ken Smith, Ron Tanner, and Allison York report on the
basic reading/writing course at the University of Iowa.
The two-semester course involves a writing lab where
students spend two hours a week in dialoCJUe with tutors.
Using Lou Kelly'• curriculum, they start with "the
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student's own language and the experiences--external and
internal--that he shares with the class• (Kelly 348) .

York

uses open-ended questions, such as •can you tell me m re?"
to prod students into providing evidence fo
assertions.

thei

According t o Smith, instructors focus on what

the students are trying to say, rather than form, f or the
first part of the first semester, building toward the essay
form, which Kelly calls "thinking on paper,• at th• end of
the second semester.
Tanner taught the reading component of the course (he
is now at another institution).

He cites Freire'•

"banking• notion of education, seeking to overcome his
students' materialistic notion of knowledge by using texts
that have a •strong sense of person" and to promote their
critical thinking by asking students "dumb" questions about
the text.

He allows student s to try their answers in small

groups before going before the whole class.

Rendol nt of

Freire, he encourage s students to tolerate the •mystery• i n
a difficult text, rather than skip the hard part s.
This set of courses •••.. to obey Freire's injunct.ions
tc validate th• experience of the students, read texts
closely and critically, and to recognize th• author'• voice
in th• text .

It does not, however, address the need for

social change, a need reflected partially in one
instructor's observation t

t t e center retains its

funding, not only because it provides an opportunity for
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higher education for those students lacking basic skills,
but also because it keeps the football team on the field.
Using the internal learning theories of Lev Vygotsky
with Freire's peda9ogy, Nan Elaaser and

~yle

Fiore designed

a remedial English course for minority colle9e students.
They decided that a •pure Freirian approach" waa
inappropriate to their •traditional universities,•
nonetheless cboosin9 to emphasize a critical consciousness
of the students' •social context"Cll6).

Elaaaer tried the

approach they worked out at The College of the Bahamas.
All of her students were women, many of whom worked by day
and attended school at night.

Most were black.

Students

were required by the college to take an En9lish test at the
end of the quarter.

Initial written responses to the

assignment "What You Need to Know to Live in the Bahamas•
were disor9anized lists of suggestions and recipes.
With the help of her students, Elasaer devised a termlong thematic ass 9nment about the role of women in their
society.

Uain9 in-class dialogues, students developed

id as for research and became more critical of their
unsupported platitudes.

They analyzed th• reaaona for

certain stubborn errors in their En9liah.

At the end of

the course, th• students published in local newspapers "An
Open Letter to Bahamian Men,• which concludes w th the
followin9 recommendations:
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(a)

(b)

(C)
(d)
(e)
( f)
(9)

That men join in family worship at least twice a
month.
That men stop putting most ot the financial burden
on women. 75' of the household responsibilities
should be handled by men.
That men at least buy their children's 9roceries,
pay school fees and buy clothes.
That men take their children out for recreation at
least once a week.
That men do an equal share of the housework.
Th.a t men do not allow extra-marital affairs to
dama9e or destroy their marria9es.
That men make more effort to sexually satisfy their
wives. (127)

They all p seed the £n9lish exaa.

Slasaer concludes that

this experience •demonstrates that advanced litera.c y
teach · ra can modify Freire' a pedaqogy to fit the needs of
their students and d...nda of the college• (128).
N na Nallerstein used Freir '•method in a b ·lin9ua
Spani•h-ESL pro9ram in New Mexico.

Teams of from :five to

seven instructors interacted with the reaid nta ot a public
housing project for two months
for u1e .in class.

p~ior

to developing codes

Because the students were not as

homo9eneoua •• Freire'•, Nalleratein did not borrow his
•thod whole, but ahe boped, nonetheleaa, to •c:o_.1 people
to analyze and cballen9e
tbe

peaaive•

(La

ti".,••

fore • ih aociety which keep

guage and Culture in Conflict 12) .

methodoloqy propose• to tat

etu~nta

Her

beyond analysis to

acti·o n, u•in9 Hilda Tab•' a five cognitive atepa:

desc ribe,

r•apond, infer, qenera ize, apply/evaluate

She

(18).

aug9 at• uain9 fictionaliz d 1toriea to conceptualiz ,
probl••• vh ch uy be c:Un9 rous for

tudent1 to discu••
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openly, eg., "What do people do to surviv
illegal aliens?" (39).

if they are

Her curri ulum uses written

dialogues and pictures from the students' own environment
as ¢odes.

Nallerstein's dialogues avoid the paternalizing

tone found in many ESL texts, and are meant to be used as
situational prompts, rather than as models to be memorized
by the students.
In •The Teachin9 Approach of Paolo Freire,• she
reports the following exchange betw..n atudents and
teacher:
(Teacher) What's on your street?- - (Studenta> There are
houses on one side and there's a farm on the other
aide.
What do you like about your street?--I like the school
and the Mexicans. I can talk t .o them.
What don't you like?--I don't like the smelly farm. I
don't like the noise . There are too many dogs.
Why are there so many dogs?--Because there are a lot of
robberies.
Nhy are there so many robberi s?--People don't have
mone.y . They need money to eat, for clothes.
Why don't people have money?- - There's too little work .
(198)

Nallerstein cautions : "Teachers must be careful not to
impose their world view but to encourage students in their
own critical thinkin9.
cautious about
probl

•

aauain9 leadership on solutions to local

( 198) .

abor's five atepa, elicited throu9h

teacher queationa, are
th i nkin9.

Likewiae, teachers should be

N l leratein'a quarantee of cri tical

But she gives no hint as to how to proceed if

atud nts in a aituat i on like the one above were to
wi t h a superatitiou

or r acist r a s on f or th

res~ond

numb r of
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thieves.

The assumption that the studeaits will come up

with structural reasons for poverty seema to imply that
they will have intuited the structural approach of their
teacher, which is, after all, a world view.

Also, if the

teacher is to lead them so far in their analysis and then
leave them to their own devices to decide upon the action
to be taken, mi9ht not the teacher be CJUilty of not bein9
around when the trees have fallen?
Concernin9 the issue of bilinC)Ual education for
children, Wallerstein narrates a dialOCJU• in which the
students conclude that the conflict between their children
and themselves about lanC)Ua9e comes about because Spanish
is not rea?ected in the schools, at which point the parents
•may stop blaming themselves for inadequate parentin9, or
they may 9ain the self-confidence to take action• (202).
Mi9ht they not also wonder why the teacher, whom they can
hardly fail to perceive as a person with more power than
themselves, fails to do aometbi.n9?
of political pragmatica.

There is al10 the issue

Student• ..Y n..d more than just

critical consciouaneaa to be politically effective in thia
society.
Linda Crawford-Lange •has been interested in problempo1in9 (Freirian) education since first introduced to it in
1972• (program notes).

Currently Director ot Instructional

Support Services tor the oaaeo, Minne1ota, Area Schools,
she has held a variety of teaching and administr•tiv
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positions in elementary and secondary schools.

Apparently

her involvement with the Freirian approach has not resulted
in the loss ot her ability to get a job.
Crawford-Lan9e believes that teachers, ESL teachers in

•

particular, can use Freire'• theoretical guidelines to make
their teachin9 more effective and humane.

Most

importantly, she says, we need to learn to listen, to be
quiet sometimes and allow the students, or •ven pressure
the students, to talk.

We need to reco9ni&e their real-

life concerns and structure our lessons around them, but we
need to use our jud911ent to decide what are real-concerns
and what are "pas1in9 fancie1.•
Second, we need to "show" these concerns to students
in ways that promote their critical understandin9 of them.
Third, we need to en9a9e the students in real problems, not
phony problems for which we already have the answers.
Fourth, we need to become aware
quest .i onin9 practices.
replies

f

the results of our

Teacher responses to student

re often "closed," even when they are positive, ••

in the case of praise.

Praise is indeed n eded, but it can

shut down the dialogue that may lead to aore critical
answers.

In order to leave the process open, Crawford-

Lan9e su99eats we

u1~

more tentative answers:

"Yes . . . ,"

paraphrase, clarifie•ti.o n, facilit.ation <referring the
students to o her source• for more information).
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Lastly, Crawford-Lange says that students need to act.
They need to do jobs that really need doing.
as~igrunents

Language

can be useful to them and to others.

Students

can be assigned to produce newsmagazines, literary
magazines, handbooks for new students or parents,
storybooks for siblings, or videotapes.

Teachers should

ask themselves, "What does the way I teach reveal about how
I define my students?"
they are

~seful

She hopes that we conclude that

and productive.

In a question-and-answer session following her talk,
Crawford-Lange reflected on problems that several teachers
in attendance were having in applying Freire'• method.

She

reiterated her belief that we may have to •take it in
steps.•

Like Wallera ein, whom she cited, she suggested

usinq fictional situations to role-play emotion-laden
problems.

One teacher was discouraged by the racial

prejudice of her minority st\·.dents, aa well as that of the
non-minorities.

Crawford-

situation of prejudice
enable students to

nge suggested uain9 a fictional

to~ard

expre•~

ao.. other characteristic to

th ir feelings in a non-

threatening atmosphere.
One teacher had

~••d

Philippine refugee camp.

the Freirian m thod in a
Students there b came very

concerned about a pr.obl m with busing to and from the
s chool .

Teachers were not willinq to confront th
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authorities of the camp, so there seemed to be no way to
take action.

Crawford-Lange suggested that the students

needed to confront the authorities, that their frustration
was a result of their having "given away their power" to
the teachers. One wonders if Freire might suggest that both
the 'tudents and the teachers needed to confront the
authorities, since the problem affected them all.
Another teacher had problems with student conflicts on
the playground in an Indian bilingual school.

Crawford-

Lange proposed three steps in dealing with the conflicts:
1.

Abstract the problem so students can discuss it at
a distance.

2.

Have faith in the students' ability to address and
solve problems.
with

conflic~

The teacher who is

uncomfor ~ able

should use "her own comfort level

plus one" as a gauge of how much to allow in the
classroom.

She may want to inform the

administration of any planned action.
3.

Accept the fact that change does not always happen
the way we predetermine it.

The preceding section indicates the variety of
rreirian approaches being used in the United States.

Not

all who are inspired by Freire apply the full measure of
his political utopianism to their teaching or are still
around when the tree falls, if it ever does.
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CONCLUSION
It is obvious that the political implications are the
most controversial aspect of Freire's theory.

He gives us

only a vaque idea of how to implement them in our society,
which he sees as being mystified by our belief that we must
maintain power over other people ("A Conversation with
Paolo Freire• 22) .
be

He sug9ests that we teach each other to

more critical, to read texts more thoroughly rather than

more quickly, and to admit to our students that we also
f ' d some things difficult to understand (218-219).

But he

also insists that we must be willin9 to carry education one
step further, to act on our beliefs:

•one thing is to

proclaim beautiful and democratic proposals, another is to
be

reactionary in your practice• (223) .
Compared with other radical educators, who see

educational

practice in terma of either •the discourse of

domination or the discourae of despair,• Freire has a
hopeful philosophy, accordin9 to Henry Giroux (Introduction
to The Politic• of Education xi).

If, aa radical theorist

maintain, school• function to •reproduce• the inequities of
the society, a way to challen9e this aituat i on may be to
use Freire's dialo9uea with the students (Aaronowitz and
Giroux 69) .

But, aaya Freire, •we have to know that we are

not in sch()()l to transform the world .

This is not the task

for the school•• (•Toward a Peda909y of the Question" 14) .
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It is not clear if this is a moderation from his earli r
stand or if he is makin9 a distinction between schools and
adult education.

The task of the schools, at any rate, is

to "challen9e our students to think differently, that is,
to 90 beyond a certain mental bureaucratization, which is
terrible" (14) . ·
Some of the educators using his method have achieved
apparent succeaa in promoting critical awareness.

But the

measure of that success is as elusive as the definition of
it.

As Facundo points out, we are all immersed in our own

culture, and our recoqnition of our ow.n blind spots does
not come easily.

The problem of training oneself or others

to practice a liberating educational peda9oqy is s.imilar to
the problem of trainin9 psychoanalysts, a similarity
noticed by Michael Maccoby in 1971:
I suspect that this dan9er (the tendency of the
therapist to assume a dominant role in the therapy] is
present also in Freire'• "social phychoanalysis" and
that his pedagogues or "coordinators" must themselves
90 through ao. . procese of conacientization or critical
self-awareness as well as ... thodolo9ical and
theoretical training, if they are to CJU&rd against
becoming manipulators, oppressin9 others with their own
demands for greater militancy, cooperation, and so
forth.
(673)
Since some of those very myths which Freire sees as
the problem also provide us with our sense of identity and
purpose, we cannot simply throw them out with nothinq to
replace them .

But it is our task aa educators to

continua ly examine the implications of our practices and
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to seek to identify our myths, however painful that may be.
We tend to forqet that our own education has been purchased
at some cost, and t 'h erefore carries an obliqation:
The whole matter can be summed up in the question: what
is education for? I think it was the Chinese, before
World War II, who calculated that it took the work of
thirty peasants to keep one man or woman at a
universit1. If that person at the university took a
five-year course, by the time he had finished he would
have consumed 150 peasant-work-years. How can this be
justified? Who has the riqht to appropriate 150 years
of peasant work to keep one person at university for
five years, and what do the peasants qet back for it?
These questions lead us to the partinq of the ways:
is education to be a "passport to, priviledqe" or is it
somethinq which the people take upon themselves, almost
like a monastic vow, a sacred obliqation to serve the
people? (Schumacher 207)
Thinqs are not so qraphic in our own society.

Oppression

is much more visible in the Third World than here in the
First, and our own priviledqed position may not allow us to
see it here unless we look.

But the fact that it is not

evident to us does not mean that it doee not exist.

Paolo

Freire' a challenqe to us is to become aware of the part we
play in perpetuatinq that oppression and to seek ways to
chanqe the system, startinq with our own classrooms.
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